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VILLAGER 
Villages of Leacroft

Our summer is almost over (that was fast) and school is starting soon!  It has been a fun 
summer in Leacroft.

• Pool parties planned by Jessica Moore and her team. 
• Nice warm days
• Not much rain to spoil the fun
• Trips to the beach
• Vacations
• Camps
• Lazy fun days at the pool

But it is about over now.  Back to school, books, homework and test but lots of fun getting 
with old and new friends.
School buses will soon be picking up and delivering home our precious cargo.  All kids do not 
get off of the bus quickly.  Some seem to linger a bit saying goodbye to friends.  Please drive 
carefully and especially watch for the kids that get off a little later than the initial crowd.   
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A Great Pizza Party at the pool

A perfect day for a pizza party and movie at the pool.  Again thanks to Jessica Moore and 
her team for planning such a great party. 
We get to do it again in August with an Adult Only party celebrating the start of school 

Daniel Moose photo


Augustus
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I wrote an article, several months ago, on how our calendar was developed.  This is a brief 
version of that article.  The Roman military was conquering every country in sight.  Each 
country had its own calendar.  Each country knew that a year, as determined by the 
relationship of the earth to the sun, was 365 1/4 days.  This had been know for years.  
Also, a month, as determined by the relationship of the earth to the moon, was about 29 
days.  However, all calendars were not the same and it caused the Romans a lot of issues in 
communications to all of its outposts.  The Romans devised a calendar that was 365 days 
and was made up of 12 months that were 30 or 31 days each with a leap year every four 
years.  Then the Roman politicians got involved and decided that the best two months of the 
year must be named for the two heroes of the empire, Julius Caesar and his adopted son 
Augustus Caesar and both months should have 31 days.  Days were taken from February to 
make July and August 31 days and the leap year day would be added to February.  This 
calendar, known as the Julian, was used until the mid-18th century.  At that time, the Papal 
astronomers determined that a year was actually a little less that 365 1/4 days and that 
over the centuries, the Julian Calendar, that they were using, was incorrect.  Pope Gregory 
removed several days from the calendar in all Roman Catholic countries and most of the 
rest of the western countries followed suit within a few years.  This new calendar, the one 
we use now, is know as the Gregorian calendar.  
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Here is the main reason for article;  

Who is Augustus Caesar, the man August was named for. 
Augustus (he went by several names but for this article he will just be Augustus) was born 
63 BC.  Julius Caesar was his great uncle. Julius Caesar did not have any legitimate 
children so he stated in his will that he wanted to adopt Augustus as his son upon his 
death.  This could be done at that time and it made Augustus legal heir to Julius.  
Augustus was 19 at the time.  At this time, Rome was a republic and had been for 
approximately 500 years.  In recent years, there were many civil wars within the Roman 
Republic and Julius was killed as a result of they unrest in 44 BC.  The civil wars continued 
and Augustus rose in the ranks.  In 27 BC, he became the first emperor in the new Roman 
Empire.  He was best friend and worst enemy of Mark Anthony.  He had met Cleopatra. 
She was Julius Caesar’s lover and had a child with him. She had a very famous affair 
with Anthony, a married man, and had three children with him. 
Perhaps one on the things that Christians know most about Augustus is that he is 
mentioned in the New Testament.  In Luke, second chapter, ‘And it came to pass in those 
days, that there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus that all the world should be 
taxed’.  We hear this nearly every Christmas. 
August died, at the age of 75, in 14 AD.  Most historians believe he died of natural 
causes while others believe he may have been poisoned by his wife.  
If you are still reading this, you know more about Augustus than you ever wanted to 
know.
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Message from HOA President
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Where did summer go?! 

I know, it’s not over just yet but by the time you get this it will be mid-August and kids and 
parents will be starting sports practices and taking care of last minute back to school 
necessities.  Along with that, the temperatures have been almost fall like for over a week 
already. 

With September just around the corner and the tremendous heat and dry days we had this 
year most homeowners have a very stressed, if not “half dead” yard of fescue turf.  Now is 
the time for those of us with fescue turf to begin planning for fall and winter turf 
preparation.  A very useful and easy to follow guide can be found at: http://
www.turffiles.ncsu.edu/PDFFiles/000017/Tall_Fescue.pdf  .  If you take some time using the 
guide and plan properly you can have a healthy lawn without breaking the bank account.  .  
Things to plan for are; core aerating your yard in early/mid-September when the average 
high gets down to around 85 or so, over-seeding with quality fescue seed, and fertilizing.  
As for fertilizing, it’s best to seed, then fertilize immediately, then in mid late November, 
apply a “fall fertilizer” that contains some pre-emergent weed control that will keep late fall 
early winter weeds at bay.  Of course, there are also many local landscaping companies 
that will be happy to assist and one such company is owned by a resident of Leacroft so 
please support your local neighbor company if you determine to go the route of hiring a 
professional 

This time of year also means that the pool schedule will be changing/closing soon as well.  
Our pool is open during its normal “full time” days/hours through the end of Labor Day 
which is September 1, 2014.  After that day, the pool will only be open on Saturday and 
Sunday from 12P to 6P. 

http://www.turffiles.ncsu.edu/PDFFiles/000017/Tall_Fescue.pdf
http://www.turffiles.ncsu.edu/PDFFiles/000017/Tall_Fescue.pdf
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Violation Letters; We all hate them and the Board does not in any way enjoy sending them, 
it’s one of those necessary evils that comes with living in our deed restricted neighborhood 
shared by 285 homeowners.  If you do get one, please resist the urge to get angry at anyone 
about it or assume that you are being singled out in any way.  The sheer number of homes in 
the neighborhood makes catching each and every issue, each and every inspection difficult if 
not impossible.  While you may suspect your neighbor with half foot tall grass has not 
received a similar letter, you can almost bet that they have and we do follow up on each and 
every one of them.  The second thing I ask (beg) all homeowners is not to ignore the letter 
and think the issue will go away all by itself.  Further, if you get a letter and you are not 
100% clear on how to correct the issue, please reach out to Henderson Properties for 
guidance on the issue. This will make things easier on all involved by making sure you correct 
the issue properly and avoid the possibility of assuming you have corrected the issue when 
you may not have done so completely.  

Enjoy the cooler temperatures and Till next time, stay safe. 

Sincerely, 

Paul A. Greiner, CMCA, AMS, PCAM
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Gardening with Deb 
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     The dog days of summer are officially here.  I’m not really sure why they call them the 
dog days of summer, but I have to tell you as hot as its been even the dogs don’t like being 
outside.  The sky will be hosting its “Blue Moon” and gardens everywhere will be hoping 
for rain. The three W’s for August are: water, weed, and wabbits.  
     As much as you think you’ve been watering—it is not enough.  People and animals can 
come inside to cool off or at least find some shade to hide under.  Not plants.  They are at 
the mercy of Mother Nature or humans.  Right now we are in a draught situation.  As of yet 
we have no water restrictions, all the more reason to water,water,water. 
     Along with the need to water comes the need to weed,weed,weed.   The thing about 
most weeds is that they thrive in hot weather.  Lets face it; they also take advantage of us by 
growing out of control when it is too hot to go out and weed.  So we are hit with a double 
whammy.  The weeds grow when it’s hot and we tend not to weed when it’s too hot out.  
Other then going out to weed from 6:00-7:00am when the heat is bearable there’s not 
much more that you can do. 
     As for the wabbits, I am pleased to announce that I haven’t had any rabbit problems 
since my rabbit fencing went up.  One interesting thing that I would like to point out is I 
found out why my rabbits ate right through the Texas Pete sauce that I put down.  You’re 
not going to believe 
This but Texas Pete hot sauce is actually made in North Carolina.  No wonder North 
Carolina rabbits don’t mind it; they’ve probably been eating it since they were babies.  Boy 
did I find that bit of information disturbing. 
     Anyway this is the time of year that you look back and reflect what worked and what 
didn’t in your garden.  It wasn’t a good year for tomatoes.  It got too hot too fast and many 
of them wound up with blossom end rot. However, my cherry tomatoes were producing in 
the hundreds.  Zucchini did well as did my summer squash, but those are the two things you 
can pretty much count on all the time.l My cucumbers were amazing.  I had foot long 
cucumbers all season long.  My regular eggplant didn’t do great but my Japanese eggplant 
were awesome.  Same thing with my peppers; my bell peppers were just so-so but the 
smaller ones, like my banana peppers and my jalapenos they were multiplying as fast as 
bunny rabbits.  All in all I’m happy.  It’s the end of August and in another few weeks I’ll be 
planting my fall, cool weather veggies.  Before you know it Thanksgiving will be here and 
I’ll be planning my “Do-over” 
Garden.  Isn’t gardening great! 

Until next time   Here’s to green thumbs and Happy Gardening. 
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Travel Photography
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Last month, Connie and I went on a riverboat cruise up the Rhine between Zurich and 
Amsterdam.  It was a great trip and we would recommend it to almost anyone.  While we 
were preparing for the trip, I remembered a book that I had skimmed several years ago; 
‘The Innocents Abroad’ by Mark Twain.  He wrote this book about his first trip to Europe in 
1867 aboard a side-wheel steamship “Quaker City”.  It is a pretty funny book.  I got it on 
Kindle for about $1.00. 
Here is a couple of excerpts from the book; 

“The people of those foreign countries are very, very ignorant. They looked curiously at 
the costumes we had brought from the wilds of America. They observed that we talked 
loudly at the table sometimes. They noticed that we looked out for expenses, and got what 
we conveniently could out of a franc, and wondered where in the mischief we came from. 
In Paris they just simply opened their eyes and stared when we spoke to them in French! 
We never did succeed in making those idiots understand their own language. One of our 
passengers said to a shopkeeper, in reference to a proposed return to buy a pair of 
gloves, “Allong restay trankeel— may be ve coom Moonday;” and would you believe it, 
that shopkeeper, a born Frenchman, had to ask what it was that had been said. Sometimes 
it seems to me, somehow, that there must be a difference between Parisian French and 
Quaker City French.” 

We can still be the’Ugly American”.  A few years ago, when we were in Cancun, I saw an 
American gentleman at the hotel desk tell the clerk ‘I want to trade these pesos for some 
real money’’.  This is not uncommon.  We often think of travel to foreign lands as a trip to 
Disney World.  

However, the most famous quote from the book; says it all 

Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry and narrow-mindedness, and many of our people need it 
sorely on these accounts. Broad, wholesome, charitable views of men and things can not be 
acquired by vegetating in one little corner of the earth all one’s lifetime.

I did bring home several hundred pictures and that will keep me busy for some time. 
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Bulk Waste Items 
If you have bulk waste such a furniture, call 311 and request a pickup 
otherwise the regular waste pickup teams will not pickup. 

CMPD Newsletter 
Each month, the CMPD publishes a very good newsletter.  The CMPD has 
added the newsletter to the NextDoor website.  In NextDoor, click on City 
Agencies and the newsletter will be there. 

Several people have written in concerning dog walkers that don’t pick up after 
their pets.  It is common courtesy to cleanup any mess that your dog may 
make.  As a good example, I saw a dog walker cleanup after one of his pets 
had made a mess in the common area.  
Let’s all follow this example.
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Leacroft Small Businesses

Avon Brenda Brown 4645 Highcroft Lane, 
704-906-9624, 
 youravon.com/
brendabrown4645

Insurance Carla Chacon

chacoc1@nationwide.com

Nationwide Insurance
3900 Canterbrook Dr 
704-548-0500 x107

Lawn care A & T Lawncare
(see ad)

Tom Weir
704-609-9066
10209 Fairbourne Court

Web and Print Design Nicolas Thorley 3407 Turtle Cross Lane
704-345-5854

Pink Daisy
A Home, Bath and Body Company

A natural line of products free from harmful 
chemicals

Pinkdaisyhomebody.etsy.com.
704 907 3526
Sutrina Benge

Leacroft Resident

Brenda Brown

Avon Representative


youravon.com/brendabrown4645

http://pinkdaisyhomebody.etsy.com/
http://youravon.com/brendabrown4645
http://youravon.com/brendabrown4645
mailto:chacoc1@nationwide.com
http://pinkdaisyhomebody.etsy.com/
http://youravon.com/brendabrown4645
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Leacroft HOA Links

HOA forms and documents (ARC
forms, bylaws, covenants)

http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=93

Leacroft Contacts (Board members,
committee chairs etc)

http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=89

Leacroft List (List of service providers
recommended by Leacroft residents)

http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=1311

Villager Archives http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=123

CMPD Newsletter Archives http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=965

Steve Smith
Handyman

(704) 996-4478

Cindy Hawkins
Dog and Cat sitter

704-800-5605

Note:  This month, one of our neighbors recommended an electrician and a Tile 
Man.  I have added both to the Leacroft List (see below).  Check this list if you 
need help!

http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=93
http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=89
http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=1311
http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=123
http://www.leacroft.org/?page_id=965
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Classified Ads
These ads are free for Leacroft
residents under 19 years old

Babysitting Lawn Care

Sarah Moore is available for
babysitting or pet sitting. She is Red
Cross-certified for babysitting.
Sarah can be reached at
980-225-7733.

John Caffrey 704-307-0465
rake leaves, lawn mowing, pet
setting

Jillian Manning is available for
babysitting or pet sitting. She is Red
Cross-certified for babysitting. She
can be reached at 704-510-9296.

Tyler and Carson Moore Fall leaf
removal
704-607-1818  Call or text

Rachel Caffrey Red Cross certified
in CPR and First Aid
704-307-0465

Pet Sitting

Rachel Caffrey Pet sitting  
704-307-0465

Brittany Moore - Pet Care
in our home or yours
text or e-mail sweetiepierose99@gmail.com
or Call 704-607-1818

Caroline Faler Dog Sitter  and Baby Sitter
 Age 15
(704)510-0052

Computer Repair 
Christian Salazar – 704 465 0631 
Virus cleanup, Speedup, Upgrade, 

keyboard, screen fix, etc. 
Call/Text before dropping computer 

mailto:sweetiepierose99@gmail.com
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